Using multiplicative integration in two ways, formulae for solutions to perturbed Stieltjes integral equations are found in terms of unperturbed solutions. These formulae are used to obtain bounds on the difference between the perturbed solution and the unperturbed solution. The formulae are also used to explicitly solve, in terms of product integrals, a linear equation subject to nonlinear interface conditions.
Let OM be the set to which W belongs only in case W is a function from Sx S to H so that whenever (x, y, z) is in Sx Sx S and z is between x and y, then (i) W(x,z)W(z,y)=W(x,y), where the multiplication is by composition, and (ii) there is a number M so that n 2 N2iW(tk-x, tk)-I] Ú M whenever (tk)l=0 subdivides (x,y), k.i where / in H is given by I(p)=p.
Let BVH be the set to which/belongs only in case /is a function from S to H, of bounded Ar2-variation on each bounded interval of S. Let BVX be the set to which/belongs only in case/is a function from S to X, of bounded AVvariation on each bounded interval of S. If F is a function from S to either H or X, let dF be given on Sx S by dF(x, y) = F(y) -F(x). tk)[g(tk) [p] ]], respectively, where (rfc)J"0 is a monotone sequence into S1 so that a = t0 and Z> = rn.
Our first three lemmas have proofs almost identical to the proofs of Lemmas 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4 of [5] , and we shall not exhibit these proofs here. Ns n^-n** = NS (Ax-Bx) f¡ Ak + Bx f] Ak-Bx fi Bk s cx n ofc+ixJv-3 n /ite-n *.
The remainder of the proof is now clear.
Lemma 5. Let (Ak)l = x and (Bk)l=x be sequences into H. Let (ak)l = x, (bk)l = x, and (ck)k= i be real-valued sequences so that, whenever 1 -¿ k ^ n, N2 [Ak] for each f in 5.
In [4] , Herod showed that if each value of V, in OA, is linear, and W=E[V], then each value of IF has inverse in H only in case each of 7+ V(t, t+), /+ V(t, t '), 1+ V(t+, t), and /+ V(t~, t) has inverse in H whenever t is in 5. From this it is clear that W(a, b) has inverse in H whenever a^b only in case each of 1+ V(t, t~) and /+ V(t +, t) has inverse in H whenever / is in 5. Let O AI be that subset of O A to which V belongs only in case each value of V is linear, and each of /+ V(t, 1 ~) and 1+ V(t+, t) has inverse in H whenever / is in 5. Another consequence of [4] is that if V is in O AI, then W( , c)"1 is in BVH. We shall need this last fact to ensure the existence of certain integrals. (t, c) [p}}, for each t in S and p in X. Proof of Theorem 1. Let g be given by g(t) = E[U](t, c), and let « be given by h(t)= Wi(t, c)[g(t)}. Now if t is in S and p is in X,
This completes the proof. The remainder of §111 is devoted to exploring the consequences of Theorem 2 in the case in which each of Vx and V2 is in OAI. Our next result follows immediately.
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Ja whenever p is in Xanda^b.
Proof. Choose Ux and U2, according to Theorem 2, so that if / is in 5,
Wxit, c)W2it, c) = E[VX+ Ux]it, c) and W2(t, c)Wx(t, c) = E[V2+ U2](t, c)
. Then these are equivalent:
Remark. Theorem 4 follows immediately from Theorem 2 and Corollary 1, so we shall not prove it here.
An interesting special case in the multiplication of solutions comes in taking powers. We now handle that case. (
IV. An integrated multiplication approach. Remark. Helton [3, §5] has studied this kind of integrated multiplication in connection with linear equations.
Proof. Let (a, b) be in SxS and p in X. It is clear that "iT WiW2 [p] , if it exists, is given by Jl" [/+ fJU + f2][/?]. Let (tk)k=0 be a partition of (a, b). Now by Lemma 4,  NÁYl r/+ vi(t*-» t¿\v+ y***-* *mp\
The proof is now clear. We can use this theorem, and the following lemma, to get two companion theorems to Theorem 5. V. The comparison of perturbed solutions. In differential equations, much use is made of the variation-of-parameters formula in the study of perturbed solutions. Our first result extends that idea. 
Lemma 7. Let Vx be in OAI, V2 in O A, and WX = E[VX]. Let h be that member of BVH such that if(t, p) is in SxX,
h(t)[p] = p + (R) £ Vxh[p] + (R) £ V2h[p]. Then if(t,p) is in SxX, h(t)[p] = Wx(t, c)[p] + (L, R) P Wx(t, )V2h[p]. Jt
Proof. Let g be that member of BVH such that if (r, p) is in 5 x X, then g(t)[p] =p + (L,R)ict Wx( ,c)~1V2Wx( ,c)g[p]. Now by Theorem 1 we have h(t) = Wx(t, c)g(t) for each t in 5. Since each value of Wx is linear, this says h(t)[p] = Wx(t, c)[p]+ Wx(t, c)-(L, R) £ Wx( , cYWJilp]

F(t)= l+(R)ftyiF+(R)j\2F for each t in S. Then N3[h(t)}-¿F(t)for each t in S.
Remark. Note that if X1 = E[y1], and Ax is never zero, then, by Theorem 1, F(r) = Ai(r, c) (nc [1 +^f V2] for each t in S. Theorem 9 follows immediately from Lemma 8 and the aforementioned work of Martin [8] (see also [7] ).
Now we obtain a comparison bound for a nonlinear perturbation of a linear equation. Our theorem follows directly from Theorem 9 and Lemma 7. 
Remark. One might speculate on replacing ß, in the conclusion of Theorem 10, by y2-This, in general, is not possible since y2 may have negative values.
We can get a bound for the difference of solutions even when Kx is not linear. VI. Applications. We shall show that our results include a slight modification of a theorem of Coppel, [1, p. 64] , and we shall obtain a bound for perturbations of nonlinear differential equations. We shall also use our results to solve both linear and nonlinear interface problems for Stieltjes integral equations. Interface problems have been studied by Stallard, [11] and [12] , and Zettl, [13] We shall extend this problem to Stieltjes integral equations, and show that under certain circumstances we can write a formula for the solution. This completes the proof.
